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Abstract 

Radiography is one of the oldest and most widely used of nondestructive testing techniques. Converting 

radiographs to a digital format and further digital image processing is the best method of enhancing the 

image quality and assisting the interpreter on his evaluation. In this study, the geometric locally adaptive 

sharpening method was used to improve contrast of the defects of the region of interest in the welded 

objects radiographs. The method relies on sharpening according to the local image structure using the 

bilateral filter method, so that denoising and sharpening processes is effectively combined together. The 

proposed algorithm was successfully applied to radiographic images of the different welded regions. 

Improvements of the defect regions detection were achieved whilst sharping the edges and preserving fine 

detail imaging information in reconstructed radiographs. Experts’ reviews showed that defects region 

from the geometric locally adaptive sharpening reconstructed images were better visualized than from the 

original images. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Industrial X-ray inspection systems are among the most rapidly developing directions in digital 

radiography during the last decades. The detection of defects is one of the most important tasks in 

nondestructive testing (NDT). The insufficient quality of utilized signals or images caused incorrect 

classification of defects. The progresses of signal and images qualities allow the process of evaluation 

more reliable. In case of radiography, the images are usually acquired and digitized by using digital 

detectors, imaging plate scanners or dedicated film scanners[1-2].  

X-ray imaging is inherently noisy because of the quantum nature of radiation and there is an 

additive noise contribution from the digitizing procedure. Therefore, various kinds of denoising 

techniques were proposed for the radiographs. Majority of the image processing methods assume that the 

noise is oscillatory. Therefore for denoising, the image has to be smoothed. Many important structures of 

defect in radiography images are as oscillatory and noise. Therefore, a separation methods based on 

smoothness arguments must be used very carefully otherwise there will be a chance for the missing of the 

defects. In the indirect method, background image is subtracted from the original image. Ideally, the 
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background image is a radiograph of the identical tested element without defects. Median filters, surface 

fitting algorithm, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and other mathematical algorithms are used for 

estimation of the background. After the background image estimation, it is subtracted from the original 

image and the resulting image is segmented by one of the thresholding algorithms [3-5] in order to extract 

defects.  

In this study, the geometric locally adaptive sharpening method [6-8] was used to improve hidden 

structure detail and defects visualization from welded objects radiographs. The method relies on 

sharpening according to the local image structure using bilateral filter method, so that denoising and 

sharpening processes is effectively combined together. The proposed algorithm was successfully applied 

to the radiographic images of the welded objects. 

 

2. Methods 
 
2.1 Geometric locally adaptive sharpening 
 
Bilateral filtering can smooth the images and preserve edges, by means of a nonlinear combination of 

nearby image values. The method combines intensity of each pixel based on both their geometric 

closeness and their intensity similarity, and prefer near values to distant values in both domain and range. 

It is also a non-iterative, local, and simple method. Bilateral filter are a spatial domain filter, the response 

of the filter is given as [6-8]:  

 検岫兼, 券岻 噺 ∑ ∑ 月岫兼, 券; 倦, 健岻捲岫倦, 健岻鎮賃                                                                                                           (1) 

Where y(m,n) is response the filter at (m,n) to an impulse (k,l) and x(m,n) is the noised image.  

 

For a windows (m,n) that centered at (m0,n0) h can be rewritten: 月岫兼待, 券待; 倦, 健岻 噺 捲岫Ω岫兼待, 券待岻岻堅陳轍,津轍	貸怠 結岫尿貼尿轍岻鉄甜岫韮貼韮轍岻鉄鉄配匂鉄 結迭鉄岫岫猫岫尿,韮岻貼猫岫尿轍,韮轍岻貼葱岫尿轍,韮轍岻鉄配匂鉄 岻態
                                  (2) 

 

where r(mo,no)is a normalization factor that are formulized by: 

 堅岫兼待, 券待岻 噺 ∑ ∑ 結岫尿貼尿轍岻鉄甜岫韮貼韮轍岻鉄鉄配匂鉄 結迭鉄岫岫猫岫尿,韮岻貼猫岫尿轍,韮轍岻貼葱岫尿轍,韮轍岻鉄配匂鉄 岻態津轍袋朝津退津轍貸朝陳轍袋暢陳退陳轍袋暢                                          (3) 

the filter preserves average gray value in constant areas of the image. w is an offset function and its range 

and width is introduced in domain filters. M and N are image dimensions; σd and σr are the standard 

deviations of the domain and range Gaussian filters, respectively. 

The low frequency noise is filtered by a Gaussian filter while restoring the edges. Here, 

combinations of domain and range Gaussian filters are applied to give maximum weight pixels near to 

center value. The operations of domain and range filter along with the bilateral filter at nearer to edge 

pixel gray level values are combined and stretched out Gaussian filter and stop it around the edge. 

Therefore, it takes an average of adjacent pixel values and minimizes the gradient direction and the 

bilateral filter greatly smooth’s the noise and restoring edge formations. 

 

2-2 The digitized radiography image 

Radiography images were acquired of numerous welded objects using X-ray machine. The X-ray 

ERESCO 65 MF2 system was used for all radiographic exposures, including film (Kodak AA-400) and 

imaging plate (CR). The characteristic curves of the films were obtained using an industrial unit (X-ray 

ERESCO 65 MF2 made by Pantak-Seifert), that was set up at 120 kV. The radiography images of the 

welded objects were digitized using the Microtek 1000 XL scanner to enable further image processing 
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